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Abstract 
The aim of this study was to define the limit of ant cognition, and we examined whether Myrmica rubra ants could 
use tools or learn to use them. We presented the ants with 1) a piece of mealworm inserted into a small tube tied to 
a thread that had to be pulled for easy access to the mealworm; 2) a plug that closed the entrance of the ant sugar 
water tube provided with two push-pieces that had to be pushed to remove the plug from the entrance; and 3) a plug, 
closing the nest entrance, provided with a thread that had to be pulled to remove the plug. The ants could not use 
these “proto-tools”. After exposure to proto-tools having been used, some ants interacted with them, shortly, not 
efficiently. During the first experiment, the ants received the larva progressively inserted further into the tube, and 
interacted with the proto-tool more than during the two other experiments. Therefore, Myrmica rubra ants might 
be able to use some proto-tools following long-lasting habituation, imitation or conditioning processes, which 
would not be a strictly use of tools. Thus, ant cognition in this species extended up to but did not include the use of 
proto-tools, and at fortiori of sensu stricto tools. 
Keywords: Cognition, Conditioning, Learning, Myrmica rubra, Proto-tool 
1. Introduction 
Tool use is a trait of high interest for ethologists. Because humans can use tools and can learn to use them, many 
researchers examine animals for these abilities, generally in vertebrates but also recently in invertebrates (Pearce, 
2008). Ethologists differ in the definition of “tools.” In his review of tool use in insects, Pierce (1986) defines the 
“tool use” as “Tool use may be classified as the active manipulation of an object which alters efficiently the condition 
of another object or an organism. Definitional boundaries may lead to discussion” (Pierce, 1986). The definitions of 
Bentley-Condit & Smith (2010), Jost (2015), and Haslam (2013) imply that a sensu stricto tool is initially separated 
from the user and from the object to be manipulated, and as a consequence, the user must find, then hold, and finally 
use the tool to change the location, the form, the content or any other characteristic of an object or an individual. 
Monkey species can correctly use and can learn to use a tool (Beck, 1973), similarly for Ara parrot species (Shumaker, 
Walkup, & Beck, 2011). Dogs, dolphins, elephants can use tools but must be trained (McFarland, 2009). No similar 
behaviors have been observed or experimentally obtained among less evolved vertebrates. Among invertebrates, 
behaviors approaching the strict use of tools (see the above definition) have been recently described, and has been 
attempted to be obtained in social hymenopterans (references below). Social bumblebees rarely pull a string to obtain 
sugar water, but these bees can learn this behavior when trained to perform the task during a relatively long period by 
operant conditioning in a stepwise manner. Naïve bumblebees can also acquire this behavior simply by observing 
nestmates performing the task (Alem et al., 2016). Demonstrated experimentally, bumblebees can also learn to push a 
ball into a hole to obtain sugar food (https://www.theguardian.com › Science › Animal behavior; Loukola, Perry, 
Coscos & Chittka, 2017). Among the ants, the following behaviors have been considered “using tools” by the authors 
of their description. The worker ants of the genus Oecophylla build their nest based on complex cooperation: these 
ants place the borders of leaves close together and then tie the borders by holding their larvae which produce sticky 
silk (Cole, Jones, & Jones, 1948; Passera, 2008). Conomyrma bicolor workers set soil material in the nest entrance of 
honey pot ants of the genus Myrmecocystis, and while workers of the latter genus remove the soil material, C. bicolor 
workers take away some honey food (Möglich & Alpert, 1979). Allomerus decemarticulatus capture large prey by 
collectively building a type of trap (Dejean, Solano, Ayroles, Corbara, & Orivel, 2005). All these complex behaviors 
resembling some tool use are collectively exhibited and progressively acquired by the species. Some ant species 
collect sugar water by dropping in some material that becomes soaked with sugar liquid, which is then transported to 
the nest [references below]. More precisely, the observations of Morille on Pogonomyrmex badius (Morril, 1972), 
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those of Fellers and Fellers on Aphaenogaster rudis, A. treatae, A. tennesseensis and A. fulva (Fellers & Fellers, 
1976), and of those Banschbach et al. on A. rudis (Banschbach, Brubelle, Bartlett, Grivetti & Yeamans, 2006) 
revealed that a small proportion of the workers of these species transport liquid food via debris, fragments, and pellets 
of sand imbibed with the liquid, which is a behavior labeled “foraging tool use.” However, the ants showing this 
behavior do not use the same fragment again for transporting more liquid food. Thus, their behaviors are not strictly 
“tool use.” Some of these ants can improve the technique. When workers of Aphaenogaster subterranae and A. 
senilis are provided with a honey solution and different materials allowing collecting this honey, first, the ants use all 
the materials and then progressively select the best ones (Karath, 2016), and although this behavior is not strictly 
“using tools,” tool use is approached. 
Ants are good models to examine the potential use of tools by evolved insects. They are eusocial and collectively 
accomplish complex tasks such as building sophisticated nests, recruiting nestmates, differently marking their nest, 
their nest entrances and their foraging area, acquiring conditioning, acquiring spatial and temporal learning as well as 
spatio-temporal conditioning, estimating the distance walked, and navigating using memorized visual and olfactory 
cues (Hölldobler & Wilson, 1990). Ants even might recognize themselves in a mirror (M.-C. Cammaerts & R. 
Cammaerts, 2015a) and can expect the location and the time of subsequent food delivery on the basis of previous 
deliveries (M.-C. Cammaerts & R. Cammaerts, 2016a; M.-C. Cammaerts & R. Cammaerts, 2016b). The ontogenesis 
of some of these abilities has been unraveled (M.-C. Cammaerts & R. Cammaerts, 2015b). The ant brain is highly 
sophisticated and allows performing multiple and complex acts (Straufeld, 1976). Working with the ant Myrmica 
ruginodis Nylander 1846, we showed that workers can solve some simple problems: they could walk round a barrier, 
walk preferentially on smooth substrates instead of rough ones, establish one-way paths when only two narrow paths 
for going in and out of their nest were available, and push a door to access sugar water (Cammaerts, 2017a). 
Thereafter, we observed that they could learn novel behaviors, although such behaviors were not initially exhibited: 
they learned to wet solid sugar or to sweeten pure water to collect sugar water, to open a double door nearly shutting 
their sugar water tube entrance, and to enlarge a narrow path through a thin cotton barrier plugging their nest entrance 
(Cammaerts, 2017b). 
After demonstrating that ants can solve simple problems acting according to their behavioral repertory 
(Cammaerts, 2017a) and can learn through conditioning and imitation some simple new methods (Cammaerts, 
2017b), we wanted to proceed a further step and examine whether the ants could perform some more difficult tasks. 
More precisely, in this study, we determined whether the ant species, Myrmica rubra Linnaeus 1758, under 
experimental circumstances could use some type of “tool” (a “proto-tool,” which is a tool already tied to the object 
to be handled) or could learn to use it with efficiency. We confronted workers of this species with meat food 
attached to a thread and inserted into a very narrow tube, with a sugar water tube shut by a paper plug provided 
with push-pieces, and with the nest entrance shut by a paper plug provided with a thread. For Myrmica rubra, the 
ecology, food recruitment system, navigation method, conditioning ability, eyes morphology, visual perception, 
spatio-temporal learning, imitation ability, self-recognizing capability, process of some cognitive abilities 
acquisition, and ability in expecting food delivery on the basis of previous deliveries, among other aspects, are well 
documented (M.-C. Cammaerts & D. Cammaerts, 2014; Cammaerts, 2013a; and references above]. 
Below, after the explanation of our methods and related results, we analyze the results, and accounting for the notions 
and findings described above, in addition to some ethological knowledge, we respond to the question “can M. rubra 
ants use tools or learn to use them?” and simultaneously define the extent of the cognitive abilities of these insects. 
2 Material and Methods 
2.1 Collection and Maintenance of Ants 
The experiments were performed on two colonies of M. rubra collected in the Aise Valley (Ardenne, Belgium) in 
May 2017. The ants nested in grassland under stones; the colonies contained approximately 600 workers, 1–2 
queens and brood. The colonies were maintained in artificial nests constructed of 2–3 glass tubes half filled with 
water, with a cotton plug separating the ants from the water. The nest tubes of each colony were deposited in a tray 
(34 cm x 23 cm x 4 cm), with the internal sides slightly covered with talc to prevent ant escape. The trays served as 
foraging areas into which food was delivered. Ants were fed with an aqueous solution of sugar (30%) permanently 
provided in cotton-plugged glass tubes (diameter: 1.5 cm; length: 7 cm) and cut Tenebrio molitor larvae (Linnaeus, 
1758) provided three times per week. Laboratory temperature was 18–22 °C, and the air relative humidity was 
approximately 80%. The lighting intensity equaled 320 lux while caring of and testing the ants. During other times, 
natural light was provided and varied from 5 to 120 lux according to the time of day. The intensity of the EMF in 
the laboratory equaled 2–3 µW/m2. The ants are called “nest mates,” consistent with the common usage of persons 
working on social insects. 
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Figure 1. Diagrams and photos of the three (A, B, C) experimental apparatuses used in this study. A: A cut T. 

molitor larva tied to a thread and inserted into a tube was presented to ants to determine whether they could obtain 
the larva by pulling the thread. B: A paper plug was used to (weakly) shut the entrance of a sugar water tube to 

determine whether ants could successfully push on the push-pieces (arrow) and remove the plug. C: A paper plug, 
with sewing thread attached, was set in the nest entrance (see Figure 2C) to examine whether ants could pull 

(moving head forward or backward) the thread to remove the plug 
 
2.2 A Thread Tied to Meat Food 
An experimental apparatus was built for each colony. A T. molitor larva was cut at ¾ of its length, and a cotton 
sewing thread (6 cm long) was tied to its thorax. This tied larva was inserted into a glass tube (diameter: 7 mm; 
length: 3 cm) with the head near the entrance, the cut section near the bottom of the tube, and the two free parts of 
the thread (3 cm long) lying outside (Figure 1A). This apparatus was presented to the ants where pieces of T. 
molitor larvae were normally provided as meat, with any remaining pieces removed a few hours before the 
apparatus presentation. The apparatus was presented six successive times, each time with a new mealworm piece. 
The apparatus was first presented as described above, i.e., with the cut larva fully inserted inside the tube, and the 
thread parts outside in the ant foraging area (= initial presentation). The apparatus was presented a second time 
with the larva out of the tube (= the solution). Thereafter, the apparatus was presented with the cut larva inserted in 
the tube successively at 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, and 2.0 cm from the entrance, with these four presentations offered on four 
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successive days. To be clear, the successive aspects of the experimental apparatus were prepared in the absence of 
ants; thus, the ants did not witness the preparation of the apparatus. Each presentation lasted 30 minutes, and ant 
behavior was observed and quantified as explained below. At the end of the fourth test presentation, the apparatus 
remained in place for four hours and was then examined to detect any change in its initial state. The mealworm 
piece was finally given as food to the ants, and the experiment ended. 
2.3 A Plug Shutting Access to the Sugar Water Supply 
An experimental apparatus was built for each colony. A usual sugar water tube was shut with a plug of white paper. 
The plug was composed of a circular part (diameter: 1.2 cm) and a rectangular one that was curved to form a ring 
encircling the tube entrance (Figure 1B, left drawing). When in place, the circular part of the paper plug was 
immediately in front of the tube entrance, shutting it (Figure 1B, right photo). The rectangular part of the plug was 
partly cut at four places to provide two fragments, which were orthogonally folded to form two push-pieces (4 mm x 
2 mm). Very slight pressure on these push-pieces removed the plug. In this experiment, to be effective, the ants were 
expected to push on the two “push-pieces” to remove, at least partly, the plug shutting access to the sugar water tube. 
This apparatus was presented to the ants (in the usual location of the sugar water feeder, which was removed a few 
hours before) seven successive times. The apparatus was first presented as described above, with the plug on the tube 
(= initial presentation). The apparatus was then presented with the plug removed from the tube and set immediately to 
the side of the tube (= the solution). Thereafter, the apparatus was presented with the plug on the tube entrance in five 
successive test presentations on five successive days. The successive aspects of the experimental apparatus were 
prepared in the absence of ants, which therefore did not observe the preparations. Each presentation was 30 minutes, 
and ant behavior was observed and quantified as explained below. After the fifth test presentation, the apparatus 
remained in place for four hours and was then examined to detect any change in its initial aspect. The plug was then 
removed from the sugar water tube, which was then set on the ant tray, and the experiment ended. 
2.4 A Thread for Removing a Plug Shutting the Nest Entrance 
An experimental apparatus was built for each colony. The nest entrance was shut with a piece of paper composed 
of a circular part (diameter: 1.7 cm) and four small parts (4 mm x 2 mm) that extended from the circular part 
(Figure 1C, left drawing). With the four small parts orthogonally folded (Figure 1C, right photo) and inserted into 
the nest tube entrance, the circular part was maintained in the entrance, i.e., shutting the nest entrance (Figure 2C, 
C’). Two very small holes were pierced in the center of the circular part of the apparatus. A sewing cotton thread 
was passed through one of these holes, going in the same direction as the folded four small parts, then was passed 
through the other hole, going in the other direction, and a noodle was formed, leaving free two thread extremities 3 
cm long (Figure 1C, left and right elements). Pulling the thread, moving with the head backward or forward, each 
time in the correct direction, removed the paper plug from the nest entrance, which was the expected behavior of M. 
rubra ants. The experimental apparatus was presented seven successive times to the ants. First, the apparatus was 
presented as described above, i.e., the plug shutting the nest entrance (= initial presentation). Second, the apparatus 
was presented with the plug removed from the entrance and set immediately to the side of the tube (= the solution). 
Thereafter, the apparatus was presented with the plug set in place, with five test presentations on five successive 
days. The successive aspects of the experimental apparatus were prepared in the absence of the ants, which 
therefore only saw the apparatus already prepared for the test. Each presentation lasted 30 minutes, and the ant 
behavior was observed and quantified as explained below. After the fifth test presentation, the experimental 
apparatus, with the plug shutting the nest entrance, remained in place for four hours and was then checked for any 
changes caused by the ants. The plug was then removed from the nest entrance, and the experiment ended. 
2.5 Assessment of Ant Behavior 
As a preliminary comment, the behaviors of ants were not predicable; thus, we could not set adequate variables 
assessing some given behavior, and only some basic quantification was performed. During each experimental 
apparatus presentation (30 minutes), the ants of each colony which were on, in front of and immediately to the side 
of the apparatus, and separately the ants interfering with the thread or the push-pieces (touching, gripping, pulling 
moving backward or forward, or pushing on the push-pieces) were counted at the end of each minute. The ants 
attacking (biting, stinging) the experimental apparatus were not numerous and not counted. Importantly, note that 
the control experiment was the “initial” presentation. For each apparatus presentation, the mean number of ants of 
the two colonies present at a time on or very near the apparatus, and the mean number of ants interfering with the 
thread or the push-pieces were established (Tables 1, 2, 3). Using these two mean numbers, the proportion of ants 
among those present was calculated that touched, gripped, and pulled moving backward or forward on the thread 
or pushed the push-pieces. Such proportions obtained for the initial (the control), the “solution” and the four or five 
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following successive presentations were plotted with the successive presentations (Figure 3), and the curves were 
compared with those describing known behavioral processes (Pearce, 2008). 
 
Table 1. Behavior of ants in front of a larva inserted inside a small tube and attached to sewing thread that had to be 
pulled to have easy access to the larva 

Presentations 
Ants present (= p)  Ants interacting (= i) 

i/p 
A B mean  A B mean 

Initial 
Solution 
Test 1 
Test 2 
Test 3 
Test 4 

86 
72 
74 
71 
55 
50 

157 
164 
111 
98 
57 
79 

4.04 
3.93 
3.08 
2.82 
1.87 
2.15 

 0 
0 
11 
14 
17 
18 

0 
0 
19 
17 
15 
17 

0.00 
0.00 
0.50 
0.52 
0.53 
0.58 

0.00 
0.00 
0.16 
0.18 
0.29 
0.27 

The table gives the number of ants (colonies A and B) on the apparatus (sum of 30 counts each time) and of ants 
interacting (gripping, pulling by moving the head backward or forward) with the sewing thread and the proportion 
(i/p) of interacting ants among those present. The assessments are for 6 successive presentations: initial, larva 2 cm 
inserted; solution, larva out; tests 1, 2, 3, and 4: larva at 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, and 2.0 cm from the tube entrance, 
respectively. The ants never used the thread to extract the larva from the tube, even after four hours. 
 
Table 2. Behavior of ants in front of a paper plug shutting the sugar water tube and provided with two push-pieces 
that must be used to remove the plug 

Presentations 
Ants present (= p)  Ants interacting (= i) 

i/p 
A B mean  A B mean 

Initial 
Solution 
Test 1 
Test 2 
Test 3 
Test 4 
Test 5 

81 
106 
56 
58 
74 
73 
88 

138 
315 
137 
86 
117 
90 
82 

3.65 
7.02 
3.22 
2.40 
3.18 
2.72 
2.83 

 

8 
0 
6 
12 
14 
17 
16 

9 
0 
14 
13 
16 
15 
15 

0.28 
0.00 
0.33 
0.42 
0.50 
0.53 
0.52 

0.08 
0.00 
0.10 
0.17 
0.16 
0.20 
0.18 

The table gives the number of ants (colonies A and B) very near the plug or on it and of ants interacting (gripping, 
pushing) with the push-pieces (sum of 30 counts each time) and the proportion (i/p) of interacting ants among 
those present. The numbers are for 7 presentations of the apparatus: initial, tube shut; solution, plug removed, set to 
the side of the open tube; tests 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, with the tube shut each time. The ants never succeeded in removing 
the paper plug, even when the shut tube remained in place for four hours. 
 
Table 3. Behavior of ants in front of a paper plug shutting the nest entrance and provided with a sewing thread that 
had to be pulled to remove the plug 

Presentations 
Ants present (= p)  Ants interacting (= i) 

i/p 
A B mean  A B mean 

Initial 
Solution 
Test 1 
Test 2 
Test 3 
Test 4 
Test 5 

83 
68 
52 
93 
103 
69 
107 

100 
69 

112 
70 
76 

137 
104 

3.05 
2.28 
2.73 
2.72 
2.98 
3.43 
3.52 

 5 
8 
7 
15 
22 
13 
14 

7 
14 
13 
12 
15 
24 
19 

0.20 
0.37 
0.33 
0.45 
0.62 
0.62 
0.55 

0.07 
0.16 
0.12 
0.17 
0.21 
0.18 
0.16 

The table gives the number of ants (colonies A and B) in front of or on the apparatus (plug + thread) and of those 
interacting (touching, gripping, pulling moving the head backward or forward) with the sewing thread and the 
proportion (i/p) of interacting ants among those present. The numbers are for 7 successive presentations of the 
apparatus: initial, tube shut; solution, plug removed and set to the side of the open tube; tests 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, with 
the tube shut each time. The ants never succeeded in removing the plug, even when the apparatus remained in place 
for four hours. 
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3. Results 
 

 
Figure 2. Some views of the three experiments (A, A’; B, B’; C, C’) conducted with Myrmica rubra. A: An ant in the 
nick of gripping a thread tied to a cut T. molitor larva but at an inadequate distance from the larva to succeed; A’: An 
ant gripping the thread and pulling it, moving the head backward. The ants never succeeded in extracting the larva 

from the tube. Arrow: Some hemolymph was leaking from the larva. B, B’: An ant pushing on a push-piece of a paper 
plug set in the sugar water tube entrance. The ants never succeeded in removing the plug. C: An ant on a paper plug 
shutting the nest entrance and unable to manipulate the thread tied to the plug, which should be pulled to remove the 

plug; C’: An ant pulling the thread moving the head forward. The ants never removed the plug. Thus, for each 
experiment, the ants could not use the presented proto-tool, although weakly interacting with the proto-tools 

 
Figure 3. Proportions of Myrmica rubra ants among those present interacting with a “proto-tool.” Experimental 

protocols and the results are detailed in the text. The numerical results are given in tables 1, 2, and 3; schemas and 
photos are presented in figures 1 and 2. Briefly, the ants very slightly and not efficiently interacted with the 

presented proto-tools. Thus, using such objects by themselves was, in these circumstances, beyond the limit of 
their cognitive abilities 
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3.1 Pulling on a Thread to Obtain Meat Food 
When the ants were confronted for the first time with a T. molitor larva inserted in a tube, they were very numerous 
around this object, but no ant interacted (gripped, pulled moving with head backward or forward) with the thread 
tied to the larva. Presented with the solution (i.e., the T. molitor larva out of the tube and the empty tube 
immediately to the side), the ants were also numerous around these objects, and no ant touched the thread (Table 1, 
initial and solution presentations). Then, when the ants were confronted with a larva partly and then progressively 
more and more inserted into the tube, they were a little less numerous than previously around the apparatus (Table 
1, test presentations), and several workers interacted for a time with the thread tied to the larva (Figure 2A, A’). 
The proportion of interacting ants increased from 0.16 to 0.29 over the first three test presentations, with no further 
increase during the fourth test presentation (0.27; Table 1). Thus, approximately 1/3 of the ants that observed the 
inserted larva interacted with the thread (which had to be pulled to extract the larva from the tube). However, these 
interactions were inefficient, and the ants were not sufficiently numerous to be efficient. Ants also pulled on the 
thread for too short time periods and even pulled on the thread with their legs on it, which was an inefficient 
procedure. Sometimes, the ants pulled the thread moving in the wrong direction and also tried to grip the thread too 
close to the larva (Figure 2A). These behaviors all suggested that the ants could not guess that they should grip the 
thread at approximately 1–2 cm from the larva and then pull on it moving (with the head backward or forward) 
away from the tube. Consequently, based on the observations and numerical results, the deduction was that the ants 
could not determine how to use the thread and could not learn how to use the thread to obtain easy access to the 
mealworm. 
Based on mathematical analysis, the proportion of ants interacting with the thread increased over time (Figure 3, 
left graph), somewhat like what might be expected during a habituation or a conditioning process (Pearce, 2008). 
However, this proportion of ants never reached the high levels (60-80%) generally observed after some habituation 
or conditioning process. Thus, the ants did not effectively go through some habituation or conditioning experience, 
although a slight tendency was observed. This speculation is discussed further in the following “Discussion” 
subsection. 
After the tube with the fully inserted larva had remained in place for four hours in the ant foraging area, the 
location of the larva was unchanged. Thus, we concluded definitively that M. rubra ants did not learn how to use 
this experimental apparatus, although some acts suggested that learning might be possible. The two following 
experiments were conducted to verify this hypothesis, which is then discussed in a subsequent ‘4 Discussions’ 
subsection. 
3.2 Pushing on the Push-Pieces of a Plug to have Access to the Sugar Water Supply 
Confronted for the first time with the sugar water tube shut with a paper plug provided with two push-pieces, the 
ants were very numerous around the apparatus but scarcely interacted with the push-pieces of the plug (Table 2, 
initial). When the sugar water tube was opened and the plug was set apart, the ants were numerous around these 
objects but not one interacted with the push-pieces, which was reasonable behavior (Table 2, solution). When 
presented again with the sugar water tube shut, ants were more numerous in interacting with the push-pieces 
(Table 2, test 1; Figure 2B, B’). Thereafter, for the three following experimental apparatus presentations, the 
proportion of ants interacting with the push-pieces increased (Table 2; tests 2, 3, 4). Then, during the fifth 
presentation, this proportion equaled only the low value of approximately 18% (Table 2; test 5). Consequently, 
approximately 20% of the ants coming onto the apparatus adequately pushed on the push-pieces. Thus, the ants 
were not sufficiently numerous to efficiently use these push-pieces. Ants also pushed for too short time periods, 
and therefore, the ants never successfully removed the paper plug shutting the sugar water tube. 
Based on mathematical analysis, the proportion of ants interacting with the experimental apparatus increased over 
time, (Figure 3, second graph) producing a curve that resembled those of habituation or conditioning of very poor 
quality. This statement is discussed in the following “Discussion” subsection. 
The experimental apparatus remained in place for 4 hours after the fifth presentation. The ants continued to move 
around and on the apparatus and continued to interact inefficiently with the push-pieces. Finally, ants moved away 
from the apparatus, and the plug remained in place. Thus, M. rubra ants did not correctly use the experimental 
apparatus. This deduction corroborated that of the first experiment and was followed by a third type of experiment, 
before being discussed in a subsequent ‘4 Discussions’ subsection. 
3.3 Pulling a Thread to Remove a Plug Shutting the Nest Entrance 
Confronted for the first time with their nest entrance shut, the ants erratically moved around the entrance, on the 
plug, on the thread tied to that plug, but scarcely interacted with the thread (Table 3, initial). With the front of their 
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nest entrance open and the plug set immediately to the side, the ants interacted somewhat with the plug (Table 3, 
solution). When confronted again with their nest entrance shut, the ants interacting with the thread attached to the 
plug were relatively numerous, gripping and pulling the thread moving the head backward or forward in the correct 
but sometimes in the wrong direction (Table 3, test 1; Figure 2C, C’). The proportion of ants interacting with the 
thread increased in the two following test presentations (Table 3, tests 2, 3). Then, the proportion decreased 
somewhat in the last two test presentations (Table 2, tests 4, 5). Consequently, only 16-21% of the ants very shortly 
(a few seconds) interacted with the thread, which was not sufficient to remove the plug from the nest entrance. 
Based on mathematical analysis, the proportion of ants interacting with the experimental apparatus varied over 
time according to a curve resembling that of some habituation or conditioning process of very poor quality (Figure 
3, third graph), which is discussed in the following “Discussion” subsection. 
After the fifth presentation, the experimental apparatus remained in place for four hours. The ants never succeeded 
in removing the plug from their nest entrance. These results led to the conclusion that M. rubra ants did not use and 
did not learn to use the experimental apparatus, corroborating the deduction reached for the two previous 
experiments. In the below subsection ‘4 Discussions’, the details of our experiments are analyzed, and the results 
of the three experiments are compared to clarify this deduction. Finally, using all available information on the 
subject, a conclusion is proposed in that subsection and is then better defined in the subsequent 5 Conclusion’ 
section. 
4. Discussions 
Briefly, in the present work, M. rubra ants were placed in specific situations that required the use of a proto-tool. 
Then, with exposure to that proto-tool fully or partly used, the behavior of workers placed again in the initial, or 
nearly initial, situation requiring the use of the proto-tool was examined for changes, and the behavior of a few 
workers changed somewhat. Whether some behavioral changes occurred, neither a single ant nor all the ants 
together could efficiently use the presented proto-tools. The study examined three experimental situations, each 
time on two large colonies of M. rubra. Thus, this conclusion is valid only for this species and these experimental 
circumstances. Although a trend of an increase of reacting ants was observed each time, the observations were not 
validated by statistics. However, this increase (and never a decrease or no change) occurred for each of the two 
colonies used and during each of the three experiments. The probability of a random occurrence of this observed 
increase was (1/3 x 1/3 x 1/3)2 = 1/81 = 0.01. Thus, the interactions of ants with the proto-tools effectively 
increased, but no further conclusions could be deduced. 
The cognitive abilities of colonies are different, generally between colonies living on different sites but also 
between colonies living on the same site (Cammaerts, 2017c). In the present study, two colonies living nearly side 
by side on the same site were used to reduce the inter-colonial variability, although two large colonies was a small 
sample. Working with small samples is relatively frequent in ethology, and non-parametric statistics are used 
(when possible) for data analysis. Future experiments on the subject should be conducted using several 
demographically equivalent fragments of a large colony, which would increase the sample size without enlarging 
the variability. 
During each experiment, we observed that not all the ants interacted with the proto-tools: some ants were active, 
whereas other ants were less active. Such variability is due to some idiosyncrasies occurring in any social group 
and to age-based differences, with the younger ants less capable than the older ones (Cammaerts, 2013b; 
Cammaerts & Gosset, 2014). For each experiment, based on observations, renewed access to the supply of sugar or 
to their nest entrance was the apparent goal of all ants, but most ants could not guess how to proceed; and although 
a few ants might have somewhat recognized the problem, guessed more or less what was required and tried to 
solve the problem, the ants never succeeded in efficiently completing the required tasks.  
A difference was observed between the first experiment and the two following ones: the proportion of ants acting 
correctly was larger at the end of the first experiment than at the end of the other two. This difference was most 
likely due to the particular protocol of the first experiment in which the ants were successively shown the food 
progressively inserted into the tube. Perceiving these progressive changes of the experimental apparatus (first 
experiment), the ants could react somewhat better than when only seeing the “solution” at once (i.e., a plug 
removed) (second and third experiments) and not step by step. Progressively removing the plug shutting the sugar 
water tube or the nest tube was not experimentally possible; any opening, even small, and the ants could enter the 
tubes. Based on this observed slight difference between the first and the two other experiments, the limit of ant 
capability to learn to use “proto-tools” could be defined (see the explanation below). 
There are three levels of “learning”. The first level is habituation, which generally occurs in front of unknown 
stimulus of weak intensity with which the animal has frequent contacts and which can be avoided by the animal (by 
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moving away and stopping the reaction). With habituation, after some time, the animal stops reacting. The second 
level of learning is conditioning, i.e., the association between a known rewarding element and another one. This 
requires some cognitive processes by which behavioral changes are acquired and which then act on environmental 
elements. This second level of learning is widespread and because it allows an organism adapting itself to 
environmental changes, it is very important for the survival of a species. The third level of learning is the result (at 
least partly) of intuition, and such learning requires cognitive abilities that allow analysis of a current situation, 
remembering previous experiences, and then acting (and memorizing the acts) correctly very quickly, with no 
long-lasting “essays and errors” time period. In our present experiments, the ants behaved generally under a 
habituation process (for example, after a few hours, the ants left the apparatus) and very weakly and poorly under 
a conditioning process (because no reward was provided after each correct reaction). However, the ants behaved 
with somewhat more conditioning (of poor quality) during the first experiment than during the following two, most 
likely because the ants were provided with a little reward (see below). Note that, for each experiment, the ants 
“understood” that they could not solve the problem and therefore stopped attempts. Additionally, nestmates can 
influence any ant, which is a consequence of sociality. This exists in nature and cannot be avoided even in novel 
experiments on the subject. In fact, in social insects, only potential collective and not individual proto-tool use can 
be studied. 
As for the limit of ant cognitive abilities, the limit may be reached before the use of proto-tools, which might be 
acquired from long-lasting operant conditioning with effective rewarding (which is not a sensu stricto use of any 
tool). Indeed, during the first experiment, some training was tempted, in contrast to the other two experiments: the 
food was progressively more inaccessible, and some mealworm larva hemolymph might have leaked from the tube 
containing the cut larva and slightly imbibed the thread; we observed that the surroundings of the larva were wet 
(Figure 2A’, arrow). Therefore, ants might have been somewhat rewarded. In the other two experiments, the ants 
did not receive any reward. With a suitable type of training, it is possible that some ants could ultimately learn to 
use “proto-tools” in specific circumstances. However, this presumption requires experimental verification. Novel 
experiments on small ant groups (see above) should set these groups in situations requiring proto-tool use learned 
step by step, with some reward received for each correct reaction. In this type of experiment, ants might learn to 
use proto-tools through conditioning, i.e., being rewarded each time they act correctly. However, these ants may 
then be unable to generalize their “conditioned” use of proto-tools to other circumstances in a different 
environment. Thus, the ants may be unable to assimilate the proto-tool as an element that can be used elsewhere for 
solving a similar problem, and their “learning” to use tools through conditioning would be only conditioning and 
not a sensu stricto acquisition of a general use of a tool. Briefly, some types of learning (classical conditioning, 
operant conditioning) step by step with rewards and with several repetitions, day after day, might lead to some 
correct responses, similar to those allowing the use of tools; however, to the ants, the status of the “tool” would be 
something associated with the reception of a reward. Overall, true learning of a sensu stricto tool use is apparently 
impossible for ants. We showed previously that ants are capable of associative learning, memorization, and 
performing several simple innate behaviors (Cammaerts & Cammaerts, 2014), and that ants can imitate 
(Cammaerts, 2013a) and learn in the presence of experienced nest mates (Cammaerts & Cammaerts, 2015b). We 
revealed that the ants can solve simple problems acting according to their behavioral repertory (Cammaerts, 
2017a) and can acquire some novel techniques (Cammaerts, 2017b). Here, we showed that the ants were at the 
limit of using and of learning to use sensu stricto proto-tools and concluded that their cognitive abilities did not 
include tool use. 
In the works of other researchers, some ant species succeed in performing tasks approaching tool use (Lörinczi, 
2014; Maaka et al., 2017; Bussing, 2017; and references therein]. However, these tasks cannot be considered using 
sensu stricto tools. The works here above cited also note that behavioral differences occur between ant species. 
Therefore, we recall that the present work (and the following conclusion) is valid only for M. rubra ants and for the 
given experimental situations. 
A limit of cognition similar to that of ants is apparent in bumblebees. Alem et al. (2016) showed that 1) 
bumblebees (Bombus terrestris) rarely pulled a string tied to some sugar water supply to obtain it, 2) learned to pull 
the string when trained step by step for a long time, 3) learned through operant conditioning and never exhibited 
“insight” behavior, and 4) naïve bumblebees acquired the behavior after observing nestmates performing the 
behavior. These observations are consistent with those of our study. 
Such a subtle limit at sensu stricto tool use is also observed among the primates: the less evolved species cannot 
strictly use a tool, whereas the most evolved primates can use a tool (e.g., the Chimpanzees) 
(https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bonobo). 
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5. Conclusion 
With the aim to provide new information on the cognitive abilities of ants, we examined whether ants of a given 
species, M. rubra, could use or could learn to use proto-tools provided in three specific experimental 
circumstances. The threads and the push-pieces provided to the ants to obtain their meat or to remove a plug were 
typical ‘proto-tools’ (not sensu stricto tools because they were already attached to the element to be changed) that 
had to be used, for the first time, individually and correctly. The expected acts of the ants are not in their behavioral 
repertory, and therefore, the thread and the push-pieces always remain tools. In this study, the situation of the ants 
differed from that of ants observed in a usual situation (building a nest, collecting honey food, capturing prey, 
collecting sugar liquid: see the introduction section). These situations also differed from those considered by other 
researchers (see the ‘1 Introduction’ and the ‘4 Discussions’ sections for references). In the present work, the ants 
did not use the presented proto-tools by themselves, and they very rarely, and not efficiently, learned to use them. 
The ants’ inspection of the proto-tools clearly increased, and whether this change of behavior was only a simple 
increase of inspection or a step toward a proto-tool use is undetermined. The experimental situations that we and 
other researchers considered and the corresponding behaviors of the ants clearly show the extent of the cognitive 
abilities of the ants. Ants can use elements that are not tools or even proto-tools but cannot use elements that are 
effectively “proto-tools” and consequently sensu stricto tools, i.e., elements not yet attached to the object to be 
modified. If novel experiments on small groups of ants could obtain slight proto-tool use based on conditioning or 
any step by step learning, this result would not lead to the conclusion that ants can use proto-tools. It would be the 
result of a conditioning or a learning, while a sensu stricto tool use should be presented without previous learning, 
by the individuals, without external help, often showing some “insight behavior” (Pearce, 2008). 
In conclusion, based on the present work, the limit of ant cognition occurs before the individual use of a sensu 
stricto proto-tool and before the individual memorization of an accidental de novo use of a tool and the conscious 
use of a sensu stricto tool. Consequently, we advance that the limit of ant cognition is located between “self 
recognition, collective use of very simple methods, use of several informative social signals (i.e., words), always 
acting using hereditably acquired behavior,” and “awareness, individual use of sensu stricto tools and of 
techniques, with memorization of such uses, use of an informative social language (i.e., sentences), ability of 
improvising novel acts in never experienced situations.” 
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